Carrier’s Fire Safety Brands To Showcase Innovative Solutions
Together At NFPA 2019
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Carrier’s fire safety brands will display their extensive fire detection and suppression
solutions at NFPA 2019, June 17 – 19 in San Antonio, Texas. On display in booth #1437 will
be a wide range of fire products and systems that protect residential, commercial,
institutional and light to heavy industrial areas in multiple applications, including oil & gas,
power generation, data centers, automotive, hospitality, campus, marine and food and
beverage. Carrier is a global provider of innovative heating, ventilating and air conditioning
(HVAC), refrigeration, fire, security and building automation technologies.

fire and gas safety systems

The brands offer a variety of products from industrial fire extinguishers, clean agent
suppression systems and water mist suppression systems to smoke and carbon dioxide
(CO2) detectors and fire alarm signals and systems to certified hazardous-area fire and gas
safety systems. Det-Tronics and Autronica are marking 20 years of working together during
which the two brands have provided fire and gas safety solutions to the petrochemical, oil
and gas industry worldwide. Det-Tronics will showcase products for new applications and
announce the expanded capability of its X3302 hydrogen multispectrum flame detector.

Autronica will exhibit its AutroSafe IFP addressable system, at NFPA for
the first time

Det-Tronics will also present, “Exploring the Requirements for Warning and Mitigation Using a
Fixed Gas Detection System,” a paper about how the NFPA 72 compliant, certified SIL 2capable Det-Tronics Eagle Quantum Premier flame and gas safety system can provide the
critical function of warning, containing and mitigating in an approved fixed gas detection
system.

commercial fire extinguishers
Autronica will exhibit its AutroSafe IFP addressable system, at NFPA for the first time.
Edwards, a provider of alarm, mass notification and hazard warning, will present their new
UL268 7th Edition Compliant Signature Optica Series smoke detector and will introduce
EST4, an advanced networked fire alarm and emergency communications platform.
Kidde Fire Safety, the first smoke alarm manufacturer to receive certification to the new UL
Standard for Smoke Alarms, set to take effect in May of 2020, will be displaying these smoke
alarms, as well their full suite of residential and commercial fire extinguishers. Marioff, a

pioneer of water mist fire protection technology, will present the benefits and broad
applications of its HI-FOG water mist systems, including FM Approved HI-FOG solutions for
data centers and food industries, and certified solutions for the automotive industry.

chemical fire suppression systems
Badger, manufacturer of wet and dry chemical fire suppression systems as well as industrial
fire extinguishers, will showcase its range of capabilities. Kidde Fire Systems will display its
wide range of clean agent, CO2 and wet and dry chemical special hazard fire detection and
suppression solutions for protecting highvalue assets and business continuity in industrial
and commercial applications.
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